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Abstract: We review some experimental results which cannot be understood within the 

usual framework of dissipative collisions : the critical angular momentum for 
fusion which can be larger than the value of the angular momentum for which 
the fission barrier of the compound nucleus vanishes and the large increase 
of the FWHM of the symmetric fragmentation mass distribution which strongly 
increases with angular momentum. We present a dynamical model which treats 
both dissipation and fluctuations for the collective motions. This model al
lows to compute deep inelastic properties and the fusion cross section. For 
some systems, and under certain conditions, a new type of dissipative colli
sion appears : the fast fission phenomenon. This process turns out to be in
termediate between deep inelastic reactions and compound nucleus formation. 
The condition under which fast fission can be observed are discussed. 

1. Introduction 
The dissipative collective phenomena observed in heavy ion physics belong to a 

passionating field and has to be studied in great details. It involves new concepts 
in nuclear physics which have been borrowed from other fields. Heavy ion collisions 
provide an example of a strongly interacting microsystem where statistical aspects 
are dominant, but where non equilibrium processes take place. Two main classes of 
dissipative heavy ion collisions have been observed 1) : 
1) Compound nucleus formation, where the two incident heavy ions merge into a sin
gle set of excited nucléons. The memory of the entrance channel is completely lost 
except for some macroscopic quantities like the excitation energy or the angular 
momentum. For a compound nucleus to be achieved, a long time is necessary in order 
to completely forget about its formation. This means that the two incident nuclei 
have to interact during a long time, typically greater than about 10" 2 0s. 
2) Deep inelastic reactions are the second type of dissipative collisions observed 
in heavy ion reactions. In such a process, although not all the nucléons are in
volved, a lot of them strongly interact with each other. Two main fragments are 
observed in the exit channel with masses which, for most of them, are close to the 
initial ones. However, for a few fraction of the deep inelastic products the mass 
transfer between the twt, incident nuclei can be rather large. But the main charac
teristic of deep inelastic reactions is the large amount of energy transferred from 
,the relative motion into intrinsic excitation of the system : a lot of organized 
energy is transformed into desorganlzed energy. Compared to compound nucleus forma
tion, deep inelastic reactions occur on a smaller time scale : the interaction time 
can be typically estimated to range in between 10" 2 : and 10" 2 ;s. 

2. How much angular momentum can carry a compound nucleus? 
The aDove dearcut situation is however not so simple as it looks at first 

signt and some experimental results are difficult to understand within this frame-



work. It has to do with the following question : does a compound nucleus exist 
with no fission barrier? the reason to ask this question is tne following : when 
a compound nucleus is formed with some excitation energy and angular momentum it 
can deexcite either by emitting light particles and Y rays leading to residual nu
clei or, if the fission barrier is low enough, it can undergo fission. It turns 
out that the effective barrier against fission decreases when the angular momentum 
brought in the compound nucleus increases 2). For some value, wnich we shall denote 
by 2g f, this barrier can even vanish. Because of this it is natural to believe that 
it is not possible to form a compound nucleus which has an angular momentum larger 
than ZBf Indeed, if the fission barrier has vanished, the interaction between the 
two incident nuclei will be short, too short to form a compound nucleus which has 
forgotten about its formation. 

The experimental information which is useful to check this assertion is the 
compound nucleus cross section. In fact what is measured experimentally is the fu
sion cress section op. This cross section is defined as the sum of two terms : 

°F = ° E R + a S F <1> 
the evaporation residues cross section cj£o and the symmetric fragmentation cross 
section a$f. Th's latter quantity is usually associated to the fission products 
arising from the compound nucleus. In fact we have to note that the use of the 
word fusion, instead of compound nucleus, reveals that the experimentalists are by 
no means sure that a real compound nucleus is formed in every case. From the fu
sion cross section a critical anguUr momentum £ c r is defined in ?n operational 
way : 

7 <lcr + ^ - °F • W 
where k is the wave numoer. This definition is based on two assumptions : a sharp 
cut off approximation and it assumes that the fusion process occurs for values of 
the initial orbital angular momentum l in between 0 and 9zr. If it is not possible 
to form a compound nucleus with an angular momentum larger than ig f, the critical 
angular momentum for fusion should be bound by ig f. If it is the case for most 
of the systems which have been studied so far, there exists now some systems for 
which i c r is larger than ig*. Some of these systems are shown in table 1. The va
lue of ig- quoted there has been obtained from ref. 2. This table tells us that, 
for some systems and under certain conditions, the critical angular momentum can 
be larger than lg- calculated according to ref. 2. From this table we can make the 
following hypothelis : 
1) It could be that the value ig, for which the fission barrier vanishes is under
estimated. But considering the s6 large differences between l c r and £g f for some of 
thn quoted systems, it is hard to bel ieve that igf is so badly calculated within the liquid 
drop model inref.2. Furthermore, the excitation energy involved for these systems is 
rather high so that shell effects are not likely to change this value of l%*. 
2) It could also well be that the sharp cut off approximation and, or, that the as
sumption that fusion occurs for the lowest i values is irrelevant. This point is of 
course very difficult to justify. However, up to now, most of the experimental re
sults can be understood within this picture. 
3) The third possibility could be that incomplete fusion") take place when the bom
barding energy is raised. The fast particles which are emitted at the beginning of 
the process remove some angular momentum. As a consequence we would observe an en
hancement of the fusion cross section which would include, not only the compound 
nucleus cross section, but also the incomplete fusion cross section. This possibi
lity cannot be ruled out by just considering the fusion cross section measurements. 
4) The last possibility could be that there is a contribution to the symmetric frag
mentation of a mechanism whicn is not fission of the compound nucleus but whicn is 
a long life time deep inelastic component. If the life time of such a mechanism is 
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is large enough the mass asymme
try degree of freedom can be com
pletely relaxed. Consequently a 
symmetric fragmentation component 
can be produced. Because experi
mentally the symmetric fragmenta
tion component is well separated 
from the deep inelastic products, 
on has to understand why such a 
long life time dissipative colli
sion can occur. 

In this review we would like 
to show that this last assumption 
could well be possible. Some ex
perimental results5) could give a 
slight indication of this and we 
will discuss this below. These ex
perimental results will then be 
understood within a simple dynami
cal model*) where this new mecha
nism, which has been called fast 
fission, appears naturally. Al
though we have not up to now a di
rect experimental evidence of it, 
we believe that it is of some in
terest to consider this hypothesis 
because it does not change our un
derstanding of the results when 
*Bf * *cr» b u t ^ allows to un
derstand the situation when 
Z B f < l c r . 

3. Do we have any experimental indication about fast fission? 
The evolution of the FWHM of the mass distribution of the symmetric fragmenta

tion component as a function of the bombarding energy provides us a deeper infor
mation about the preceeding problem. Let us concentrate ourselves on the Ar + Ho 
system which has been extensively studied in ref. 5. The experimental FWHM (dots) 
of the symmetric fragmentation component is shown as a function of the excitation 
energy of the compound r.ucleus. We observe that the FWHM increases a lot with the 
excitation energy. The FWHM depends on two parameters : the excitation energy and 
the angular momentum. If the angular momentum would have no effect on the potential 
energy surface governing the process, we would nevertheless predict an increase of 
the FWHM due to statistical fluctuations : the FWHM would increase like the square 
root of the temperature T. Such an evolution is shown in fig. 1 by the dashed line 
labelled a. This curve has been normalized to the points at low excitation energy 
where the angular momentum is small. The fact that we have a departure from sucn 
an evolution tells us that the FWHM depends very much on the anoular momentum. In 
fact this is not surprising since -.he stiffness of the potential energy surface de
pends on angular momentum. If we look carefully at fig. 1 we observe that the in
crease of the FWHM seem to be larger around 80-100 MeV excitation energy than 
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Fig. 1 The FWHM of the symmetric fragmentation mass distribution as a function of 
the excitation energy. The dots are taken from ref. 5. The dashed curve a represents 
the evolution which we should expect if the FWHM would not depend upon angular mo
mentum. Curve b (full line) corresponds to our dynamical calculation (see text in 

sect.5) • l,. is equal to l%*. 

elsewhere. This region of excitation energy corresponds in fact to the region where 
the fission barrier of the compound nucleus vanishes. The arrow, denoted by £.-|ira 

corresponds in fact to ^B f. We could of course say that when the critical angular 
morrentum is larger than Zg-, for all I values in between ifjx and i c r we have a con
tribution of a long life time deep inelastic component. However such an assertion is 
only very weakly demonstrated by the experimental results. Nevertheless these expe
rimental results can rule out the third possibility of section 2 which was based on 
incomplete fusion. Indeed, in order to explain the large broadening of the symme
tric fragmentation mass distribution, a too large number of fast a particles have to 
be emitted compared to what is known for similar systems. This of course does not 
mean that the fusion cross section does not contain incomplete fusion events. But 
these events are by no means able to broaden so much the symmetric fragmentation 
mass distribution. 

To summarize this section we can say that the experiment has demonstrated the 
strong influence of the angular momentum on the FWHM of the symmetric fragmentation 
mass distribution. However, at this point, it is not possible to state that this 
broadening can be attributed to some new dissipative mechanism. 

4. Philosophy of a dynamical model for dissipative heavy ion collisions 
We shall now briefly describe a dynamical model which is able to describe deep 

inelastic collisions together with the compound nucleus cross section. Furthermore, 
under certain conditions which have to De satisfied, a new dissipative mechanism 
will occur : fast fission phenomenon. 

The aim of the model is to describe a heavy ion collision in terms of a few 
collective degrees. Four will be explicitely taken into account in our model : the 
distance r between the center of mass of the two moving ions, 9, the polar angle, 
X » ( A J - A I ) / ( A I + A 2 ) the mass asymmetry whichis defined from the masses A, and A2 of 
the two ions and y * N ;-Z ; the neutron excess of the projectile. 

For a proper description of a deep inelastic reaction we need to introduce the 
deformations of the fragments in some way, otherwise the energy loss cannot be quan
titatively reproduced. For simplicity we have chosen to simulate the deformations 



using an ansatz which is based on the following considerations : in the entrance 
channel the two heavy ions remain unperturbed. Consequently we can describe the be
ginning of the collision by means of a sudden interaction potential V s (calculated 
assuming that the densities of the two ions remain frozen). When the two heavy ions 
strongly interact with each other, a reorganization of the densities takes place : 
the deformation degrees of freedom become excited. Such a situation is better des
cribed using an adiabatic potential V. like those used in fission studies. The idea 
of the ansatz is to make a time dependent transition between a sudden potential, 
in the entrance channel, and an adiabatic potential, in the exit channel, when the 
overlap between the two interacting nuclei is large enough. More precisely the to
tal interaction potential V is taken to have the following phenomenological form : 

V(t) = V s X(t) • V a (1 - X(t)) . (3) 

The transition is made by means of the reorganization parameter x(t) which leads to 
a time dependent interaction potential. The form of x(t) is assumed to satisfy a 
priori the following differential equation 

± d * l = . J-*(r,x) x(t), (4) 
a x TSA 

with the following boundary condition : 

X(0) - 1 . (5) 
Tc A has the dimension of a time. It corresponds to the relaxation time associated 
with the reorganization of the densities (transition from the sudden to the adia
batic potential). *(r,x) is a form factor which is proportional to the density 
overlap between the two ions. It allows the transition between the sudden and the 
adiabatic potential to only occur if the two ions interact strongly enough. 

The collective hamiltonian used in our approach reads : 

*(r,x) + V(r,x,y,P. ; t), (5) 

where P r, P 9, P x and P y are the conjugate momentum associated to r, 8, x and y. u, 
B x * _ 1 and By*"1 are the reduced mass and the inertias along the x and y modes. The 
presence or the form factor allows a correct freezing of the x and y motions when 
the two ions separate from each other 7). The potential energy term V is defined by 
eq.(3) and includes the centrifugal terms and the liquid drop energies. 

The dynamical evolution of the collective variables is given by a transport 
equation derived within the locally harmonic approximation using linear response 
theory 8). The solution of this transport equation is a gaussian. Therefore it gives 
the mean values together with the second moments of the collective variables as a 
function of time. The first moments satisfy Hamilton equations with friction for
ces proportional to the collective velocities. The second moments gives the fluc
tuations. It turns out that for the r, 9 and x motions they are of statistical na
ture. However, because the y mode, for some systems, has a very fast evolution, 
quantum fluctuations occur 9). In this case we have to note that the part of the 
transport equation relative to the y motion is of quantum nature 1 0). To solve the* 
transport equation we need the potential energy terms, the inertia and the friction 
tensors together with the initial conditions. We refer the reader to ref. 11 where 
more details are given concerning these inputs. We would like just here to point 
out a few things concerning this matter : 
- As far as the potential energy terms are concerned, the nuclear part of the sud
den interaction potential is taken from the energy density formalism 1 2). The adia
batic potential is calculated according to the model of Ledergerber and Pauli using 
the liquid drop model and a seouence of shapes describing the fission process- 3). 
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The family of shapes depends on three parameters : C, i and h. C describes tr* 
elongation of the system, a its mass asymmetry and h is somehow related to the si
ze of the neck. It turns out that h«0 is close to the fission path 1 1). Consequently 
the potential energy curves were calculated as a function of C and i for h*0. A 
transformation allowed subsequently to have this potential energy in the (r,x) 
space. 
- The choice of a value fcr the reorganization time tj^ is also an important ingre
dient for the model. In ref. 6 a value of 7 « 10~ Z !s was chosen which allowed to 
well reproduce the results relative to the Ar • Ho system. However an investigation 
of very heavy systems like the Cu + Au system has shown that this value is too lar
ge and that a value of 15^ » 10~ 2 ls was necessary to correctly reproduce the pro
perties of these very heavy systems. Fortunately, it turns out that this value for 
T5A does not change significantly the results already obtained for the Ar + Ho sys
tem. It should be noted that this last value of T§£ is more in agreement with what 
we expect by estimating the time necessary to excite shape vibrations. 
- The last noint concerns the friction tensor which is taken to be diagonal with 
the same form factor * as the one defined above. For the choice of the friction 
constants we refer to ref. 11. 

The distribution function obtained form the transport equation allows to compute 
multidifferential cross sections involving macroscropic quantities which are rela
ted to the collective variables which we explicitely take into account 1"), ye shall 
now present some of the results which can be obtained. 

5. How the fast fission phenomenon occurs 
We shall now focuss our attention on the Ar + Ho system for which the experi

mental situation is hard to understand. Let us consider the 340 MeV bombarding 
energy. In fig. 2 is shown the mean value of x as a function of the mean value of 
r for several values of the initial orbital angular momentum. This corresponds to 
the mean trajectories followed by the system in the (r,x) plane. 

For 1*195, which is very close to 2max» the two heavy ions only interact 
slightly with each other. Almost no mass transfer occurs and the system resepara-
tes in an almost unperturbed state (the energy is very close to the initial one). 
Such a trajectory corresponds to a quasi-elastic reaction. 

For ^=136, 138 and 140 the interaction between the two heavy ions is stronger. 
A lot of mass is exchanged and, for these particular l values, the kinetic energy 
in the relative motion is damped, these trajectories correspond to typical deep 
inelastic reactions. 

For is75 and 134 the system is trapped in the pocket of the entrance poten
tial . The oscillations around <x> * 0.5 and <r> * 10 fm are due to this trapping 
and arise from the scattering of the system on the edges of the pocket. Then the 
mass asymmetry relaxes to equilibrium, which, ;n this case, corresponds to a sys
tem formed with two equal fragments. But, because for these two I values the com
pound nucleus has no fission barrier, the system escape again by fissionning into 
two fragments. The mean masses of these fragments are equal. However, due to sta
tistical fluctuations along the mass asymmetry coordinate, a broad distribution 
around the mean value will be observed. This kind of trajectory corresponds to the 
fast fission phenomenon. As we can see in fig. 2 where, for i=75, the interaction 
time is shown in units of 10~ 2 3?, such a process occurs on a smaller time scale 
than compound nucleus formation. On the other hand, this interaction time, which 
typically ranges from 1 0 _ : 1 and i0" 2 3s, is larger than the one of a deep inelastic 
reaction. In fact we have a kind of delayed deep inelastic reaction. The- delay ari
ses because the system is trapped into the pocket of the interaction potential It 
can only escape when this pocket has disappeared due to the reorganization of the 
densities. However such an effect can only De observed if tne compound nucleus has no 
fission barrier. 

Finally, for I values smaller than ?„*72 tne compound nucleus has a nonvani-
sning fission barrier. The system which is trapped into the pocket cannot escape 



before a compound nucleus is formed. This compound nucleus wi l l later on fission 
into two fragments. 

10 15 20 
radial distance < r > ( f « ) 

Fig. 2 Typical calculated trajectories for various part ial waves between 1=195 and 
t=75 are drawn in a <r>, <x> plane for the 340 MeV *°Ar • l s s H o system. <r>and<x> 
represent the mean value of the r and x variable, respectively. Three kinds of me
chanisms appear in this plot : ( i ) quasi-elastic process for i=195 ; ( i i ) deep ine
lastic coll ision for i *. 135 ; ( i i i ) fast fission phenomenon for 72 < l < 134 (the 
l imit of stabi l i ty of 2 9 s A t due to centrifugal effects is reached for 1=72). For 
one of these trajectories (4=75) the corresponding sequence of shapes is indicated 

with the time scale expressed in units of 10~* 3s. 

Our model gives the compound nucleus cross section orjjn and the fast fission 
cross section app. The fusion cross section op, as i t is defined experimentally, 
turns out to be the sum of a^ and app 

a F = aCN + a FF (6) 

From Qtf we can deduce a critical angular momentum i c r using eq.(2). When icr< I Q , 
ape is equal to zero and op is equal to o> N. However, when i c r > i B f , arc becomes 
different from zero and all the i values in between la, and i c r lead to fast fis
sion. This is the ca:e for instance for all i values in between 73 and 135 for the 
340 MeV Ar + Ho system whereas all i values smaller than 72 (*gf • 72 in our cal
culation) lead to compound nucleus formation. It should be noted that the transi
tion, in i space, between deep inelastic reactions and fast fission occurs ^ery ra
pidly. This C3n be seen in fig. 2 by comparing the trajectories of 1=134 and 1=136 
whicr are quite different. In fig. 3 is shown the excitation function of the fusion 
cross section a=c F as a function of 1/E C M, the inverse of the center of mass ener
gy. The cots correspond to the experimental measurements whereas the full curve 
corresponds to our calculation (eq.(6)). The agreement is qualitatively correct. 
The full curve is the sum of a^ (long dashed curve) and ape (short dashed curve). 
For small values of try we only'form a comoound nucleus {lc'r < lg f). For bombardino 
energies larger than 170 MeV, l z r becomes larger than l%*. Consequently the fast 
fission phenomenon occurs. In our approach, compound nucleus formation is bounded 
by ig f and it is not possible to form a compound nucleus with an angular momentum 
larger tnan 13*. An important consequence of the model is that the critical angular 
momentum is bounded at large bomoarding energies. The reason is that a pocket is 
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Fig. 3 The experimental fusion cross section (dots) as a function of 1/Erjn are com
pared with the results of our dynamical calculation (full curve). The long dashed 
curve shews the contribution of the compound nucleus whereas the short dashed cur

ve shows the contribution of fast fission. 
necessary for the system to be trapped. However, for large values of I this pocket 
disappears due to the centrifugal energy, consequently l c r is bounded. Unfortuna
tely, in the Ar + Ho experiment the bombarding energy was not large enough to check 
this theoretical result. 

Our model allows to compute the FWKM of the fast fission mass distribution 
because we explicitely treat the fluctuations of the collective variables. As far 
as the mass asymmetry degree of freedom is concerned it turns out that they are of 
statistical nature. This is due to the small phonon energy associated to this mode 
compared to the temperature of the intrinsic system, if we can perform, for a gi
ven initial I value, a dynamical calculation of the FWKM of the mass distribution 
of the fast fission products, our model does not allow to do the same for the mass 
distribution of the fission products following compound nucleus formation. However, 
for a given bombarding energy we have a contribution of compound nucleus formation, 
and, if this energy is large enough, of fast fission. Consequently symmetric frag
mentation mass distribution appears to result of a mixing of fission following com
pound nucleus formation and, if the energy is large enough, of fast fission. As a 
simple approach, we have assumed that the FWHM of the fission mass distribution 
following compound nucleus formation is given by a statistical equilibrium distri
bution at the saddle point. This is a static approach but it seems not too bad as 
we can see it in Fig. 1. In this figure the curve labelled b represent the result 
of our calculation. When E* < 80 MeV we have only compound nucleus formation and 
the FWHM of the fission mass distribution is given by the simple static approach. 
When E* > 80 MeV fast fission starts to contribute to the symmetric fragmentation 
mass distribution and its contribution is computed within our dynamical model. We 
observe in Fig. 1 an overall agreement with the experimental results. We should 
howeve" ask ourselves why the FWHM broadens so mucn when fast fission comes into 
play because it is the adiabatic potential which afterall governs the process. The 
reason can be to a very good extend understood as follow :'the fission mass distri
bution is determined, in our static assumption, by the adiabatic potential at the 
turning point, it turns out that the stiffness of the potential is smaller at the 
turning point than at the saddle point and this explains the largar values of the 
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FwhM of the fast fission products compared to those of the fission products. 

6. Examples of some multidifferential cross sections 
Our model is able to calculate multidifferential cross sections and we shall 

illustrate now this point with a few typical examples. Me shall restrict ourselves 
to the 340 NeV Ar • Ho system but refer the reader to ref. 11 where other systems 
(lighter and heavier) have been investigated. In Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are shown 
respectively 
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where E is the total kinetic energy of the fragments. These contour plots only con
tain the deep inelastic and fast fission fragments but they do not contain the fis
sion following compound nucleus formation fragments. In addition, as far as 

d 2 o 
dXdT and d 2 a 

arrae 
are concerned, only the lvalues larger than 90 are taken into account but we nave 
to note that the I values in between 73 and 89 would not change the results except 
for the differential cross section for fast fission which would have been increa
sed. The general feature of these two dimensional plots is that we always observe 
two well separated components. One is associated to deep inelastic reactions and 
has the properties which we expect, and the other one is associated to fast fission. 
The striking feature of the fast fission component is that i t looks almost similar 
to the fission following compound nucleus component : the total kinetic energy of 
the product is the same and the angular distribution do/da is close to 1/sinô. The 
only difference arises from the width of the mass distribution wnich we have seen 
above to be broader. 
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Fig. 4 d -j/dAdE in yb/MeV/a.m.u. versus the mass A and the total kinetic of the frag

ments (TKE) for fast fission and deep inelastic products. 
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Fig. 6 d c/dAdZ versus A and Z 
for i values between 90 and 170. 
I t includes deep the inelastic 
products and a large part of the 

fast fission products. 
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Fig. 7 d a/dedA versus à»6^ and A for the same i values as in Fig. 6. 



7. How it is possible to observe fast fission phenomenon when the 
fission barrier for the coapound nucleus is non zero 

As we have discussed above, in order that M C observe fast fission, the systea 
has to be trapped in the pocket of the entrance potential and the fission barrier 
of the coapound nucleus should have vanisned. Me «Quid now like to point out ano
ther possibility where it is possible to obtain fast fission although the fission 
barrier of the coapound nucleus has not vanished. Such a situation occur* for heavy 
systeas and the best example is the Cu • Au systea experiaentally studied in ref. 
15. For such a systea, within our dynaaical aodcl calculation, the fission barrier 
is non zero for a head on collision but the coapound nucleus cannot be foraed for 
the following reason : the position of the saddle point is too far inside as far 
as the elongation is concerned. Consequently, altnough the systea is trapped in the 
pocket of the entrance potential, when the transition to the adiabatic potential 
takes place the systea is on the wrong side with respect to the saddle configura
tion and decays iaaediatly into two symmetric fragaents. We therefore observe soae 
kind of fast fission. Because the pocket of the sudden potential is very saall on
ly a saall nuaber of l values can give such a process. For the 365 NeV Cu • Au sys
tea our theoretical calculation gives 30 ab which is in good agreement with what 
has been Measured in ref. 15 and which was interpreted at that tiae as fission fol
lowing coapound nucleus formation. 

8. Conditions under which fast fission can je observed 
Let us now look in aore details when fast fission occurs. Indeed a nuaber of 

conditions should be fulfilled which we shall now exaaine in details : 
- The first condition is that the total entrance interaction potential has a pocket. 
This condition is necessary to trap the systea. According to the energy density 
formalism1*) this aeans that the product Z.Z 2 of the two atonic nuabers of 
the two ions should be smaller than \ 2500-3000. For larger Z,Z. 
values the interaction potential does not exhibit anymore a pocket because of the 
large strenght of the coulomb potential. As a consequence, when ZtZ-. > 2500-3000, 
neither a coapound nucleus, nor fast fission, can be observed, in other words the 
fusion cross section is zero. This was observed in the past for the first time in 
the Kr + Bi system 1 7) and represents a great obstacle against superheavy nuclei 
synthesis by means of fusion. The interpretation of such an effect was done in 
ref. 16 where it was related to the disappearance of the pocket in the total inte
raction potential and where the limiting value for Z,Zj was given. This value, 
around 2500-3000, has been recently confirmed experimentally by a systematic inves
tigation in ref. 3. 
- The second important condition to be fulfilled is that the bombarding energy 
should not be too small. Indeed I values larger than lg, have to be involved in or
der to be able to observe fast fission. Such a condition can only be easily satis
fied with medium systems like Ar + Ho or Ar + Au for instance. It should be notes 
that at very high bombarding energy the critical angular momentum saturates because 
of the disappearance of the pocket the total interaction potential due to angular 
momentum. This means that the cross section associated to fast fission remains 
bounded for z values within the limits ig^ and this maximum value of £Cr-
- For heavy systems with a Z,Z, ^ 2000-2500, like the Cu + Au system for instance, 
fast fission can also be observed even if the barrier against fission is non zero. 
However it is due to the saddle configuration which is too compact and cannot be 
reached auring the process. 
- If the system is very asymmetric in the entrance channel, the driving force along 
tne mass asymmetry coordinate tends to drive the system towards a more asymmetric 
configuration. A one center configuration is formed although tnis configuration is 
not a compound nucleus if the fission barrier is zero. In this later case tnis con
figuration will immediately undergo fission. However our model does not allow us to 
make any prediction concerning sucn a process because the liouid droo model is no 



longer valid for the very asyauetric configurations which ire involved during the 
drift along the «ass asymmetry coordinate. 

The final remark which we would like to aake concerns the systems which cor
respond to Z.Z, % 1500-2SOO. For these system it turns out th«t the system can 
escape before the «ass asymmetry has relaxed to a statistical equilibria». Indeed 
the height of the fission barrier is also dependent upon aass asymmetry. This aeans 
tr-t the aean «ass of the fast fission products associated to the light incident 
nucleus will be smaller than ( A ^ A , ) ^ . At the same tie» the aean mass associated to 
the heavy incident nucleus which has suffured fast fission will be larger than 
(A,*A,)/2. If the statistical fluctuations along the «ass asymmetry coordinate are 
small~we would observed an asyaaetric aass distribution like for instance the low 
energy aass distribution of the spontaneous fission products. However, because the 
statistical fluctuations are large, in aost of the cases, only one broad syaaetric 
aass distribution will be observed. Nevertheless this has introduced an additional 
broadening. 

9. Conclusion 

Let us now briefly suaaarize the results. 
- Experimentally it has been observed that the critical angular mnatntaa for fu
sion can be larger than l§ f, the value of the angular momentum for which the fis
sion barrier of the coapound nucleus vanishes. Furthermore the aass distribution 
of the syaaetric fragaentation component broadens very auch when the angular mo-
aentua increases. 
- lie have developped a dynaaical aodel which treats both dissipation and fluctua
tions of the collective degrees which have been chosen to describe the dissipative 
heavy ion collision. This model siaulate deformations by aaking a tiae dependent 
transition between a sudden and en ediabatic potential. This aodel reproduces the 
deep inelastic aultidifferential cross sections involving Macroscopic quantities 
which can be expressed in teras of the collective degrees which we take exolicitely 
into account. The coapouno nucleus cross section can also be calculated. For soae 
systems, like Ar * Ho, this aodel predicts the existence of a long life tiae dis
sipative collision : fast fission. The life tiae which ranges between I 0 _ : : and 
10~2's is in between the one associated with deep inelastic reactions and coapound 
nucleus formation. The characteristics of fast fission are :iailar to those of tne 
fission following coapound nucleus formation except for the FWW! of the «ass dis
tribution which is broader. 

Fast fission is observed if Z,Z 3 < 2500-3000 and if l values larger than ig* 
are involved. Therefore if l^. < lèf there exist only two types of dissioative 
collisions : coapound nucleus formation and deep inelastic reactions. However, when 
icr > ig- a tiird type of dissipative collision comes into play : fast fission 
which occurs for I values between tg~ and i c r . 

As we can see the existence of Fast fission is mainly based on a model and 
there is only a weak experimental indication of its existence. We nevertneless be
lieve to its existence and these aodel calculations ask for more experiments to 
confirm definitely about the existence of such a process. 
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